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RAW ecompact® for Forgia Rapida
Italian ring producer buys newly developed ring rolling
machine from SMS group
SMS group (www.sms-group.com) has developed a new ring rolling
machine and already won the first customer for the new technology.
The Italian ring producer, Forgia Rapida from Bologna, has placed an
order with SMS group for the supply of an RAW 100/80-3000/480
ecompact® radial-axial ring rolling machine. The new machine is
equipped with electro-hydraulic direct drives that are mounted on the
roll shafts - an innovative drive solution for this type of application.
This design can reduce energy consumption by up to 40 percent
compared with conventional ring rolling machines.
The RAW ecompact® for Forgia Rapida will replace a smaller ring
rolling machine in operation at the Bologna works and will in future
roll rings with diameters up to 3,000 millimeters and a maximum
height of 480 millimeters. The radial rolling force will be 1,000 kN and
the axial force up to 800 kN. SMS group will deliver and install the
machine in summer 2016. Start of production is scheduled for
September 2016. The short delivery times and speedy erection and
commissioning are essential elements of the newly developed
machine concept. Rings with standardized dimensions can be used
for testing and verifying the performance parameters. As a matter of
course, also rings from the current production stock can be used.
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This will ensure that the machine reaches its full performance
capacity within a very short time.

“The cost-benefit ratio of this new development has really impressed
us,” says Lorenzo Badini, owner of Forgia Rapida, commenting on
the investment. “We are convinced that it will pay back shortly. ”
The investment costs for the RAW ecompact® are around 20 percent
lower than for conventional ring rolling machines. Furthermore, the
fact that the otherwise common central hydraulic system has been
dispensed with means no associated machine and foundation
pipework needs to be installed. This not only provides economic
benefits, but also eliminates the risk of environmental pollution by oil
leakage. The RAW ecompact® is mounted on a simpler foundation
than conventional ring rolling machines, and additional installation
space for a separate hydraulic power pack is not required. Operating
costs are reduced as a result of not only the savings on energy but
also due to the almost complete elimination of hydraulic oil. That
means notable savings also on process media. Additionally, the noise
level has been lowered significantly. “We no longer have a complex
oil circuit, but just compact electric drives – and for that we need no
more than two cables,” says Robert Düser, Manager Sales Ring and
Wheel Rolling, SMS group. “This ring rolling machine is unique in the
world.”

SMS group developed the new machine concept within a period of
about eight months. The RAW ecompact® operates fully
automatically based on CNC. The machine is supplied complete with
the “CARWIN” (Computer Aided Rolling under Windows) control
software and the “ROLLTECH Rings” technology software. CARWIN
controls the rolling process. After the target data for the rings to be
produced have been entered, the software will check all data for
plausibility and, together with the CNC system of the ring rolling
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machine, it will provide for an automatic rolling process. The
ROLLTECH software will simulate the ring rolling process in order to
ensure rollability of the planned products and generate all required
process parameters. After the operating personnel has entered the
final ring geometry and the material data, ROLLTECH Rings will
calculate the necessary machine settings on the basis of stored
process models. The two programs allow ring manufacturers to
reliably reproduce any product that has ever been produced in the
past.

SMS group manufactures the new machines in a variety of sizes. The
largest one has been designed to produce rings with a maximum
outside diameter of 3,600 millimeters with horizontal unloading. The
RAW ecompact® for Forgia Rapida will produce, among others, rings
for radial compressors, reciprocating piston compressors and gas
turbines. The Italian manufacturer currently produces around
4,000 tons per year of forgings.
(69 lines of max. 65 characters per line)

Model of the new RAW ecompact® for energy-efficient production of
rings with rectangular cross-section
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New:
Don’t miss out on the latest news, comprehensive background reports and
key information about SMS group’s activities. The Push message function
of the SMS group App immediately informs you about any new SMS group
information posted on the press portal – whether on smart phones or
tablets (iOS or Android). Also readable via the App are our SMS group
newsletters. Download the App on your mobile terminal device now:
www.sms-group.com/app.

The SMS group is, under the roof of SMS Holding GmbH, a group of companies
internationally active in plant construction and mechanical engineering for the steel and
nonferrous metals industry. Its 14,000 employees generate sales of over EUR 3,4 bn.

